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Introduction
The Business Continuity Plan outlines how will respond to an emergency in order
to ensure continuity of education wherever possible.
The first part of this document sets out how can ensure they are well placed to
respond to an emergency should it arise, the second looks at how best to maintain
education continuity in the event of an emergency. The final section of the plan
supports the school into recovery.
The Head Teacher will lead a review of this Business Plan on a yearly basis prior to
the new school year (or sooner where new risks to business continuity are
identified). Prior to finalising the Plan annually, a desktop testing exercise should
take place where one of the ‘emergencies’ listed is tested.
The Head Teacher is responsible for invoking the plan and managing recovery in
conjunction with appropriate senior members of the Education Service and
specialists from other Functions of the Council and appropriate partners.
All members of the School Emergency Management Team should keep a copy of
the latest version of the Business Continuity Plan at home.
Aims
The aims of the School Business Continuity Plan are to mitigate the effects of an
emergency on the school, staff and pupils by:
● Preventing/minimising the loss of life and injury to pupils and staff and any
visitors to the establishment.
● Taking control at the scene until the emergency services arrive.
● Minimising disruption to the normal daily routine of staff and pupils.
● Maintaining effective communication with all stakeholders
● Supporting staff, pupils and parents during an incident, and in its aftermath.
● Ensuring that the school can return to normal operations as quickly and
efficiently as possible.

Definition of an Emergency
An 'Emergency' is defined in Part 1 of the Civil Contingencies Act as –
(a) an event or situation which threatens serious damage to human welfare
in a place in the United Kingdom,
(b) an event or situation which threatens serious damage to the
environment of a place in the United Kingdom, or
(c) war, or terrorism, which threatens serious damage to the security of the
United Kingdom.
It is the responsibility of the School Emergency Response Manager (usually the
Head Teacher) to decide if an incident can be managed using normal
management processes, or if this Plan needs to be activated.

Section 1 – Being ready to respond to an emergency
1. Identify a School Emergency Response Manager (SERM)
The SERM will activate the Plan and is usually the Head Teacher. In the absence of
the Head Teacher the deputising Deputy Head Teacher will become the SERM.
Name / Title

Tel (Work)

Tel (Home)

01224 897686

Tel (Mobile)

Emergency Response
Manager 1

Rebecca Watt

07977933660

Emergency Response
Manager 2

Trish Pert

01224 897686

07865995723

Emergency Response
Manager 3

Renatta Fromholc

01224 897686

07583714313

Emergency Response
Manager 4

Katrina Hidson

01224 897686

07870826163

2. Identify a School Emergency Management Team
The following staff have agreed to take a leading role in the event of an
emergency.
Role

Name / Title

School Emergency Response
Manager
(to invoke the plan and coordinate
the response)

Rebecca Watt
Head Teacher

01224
897686

Media Contact
(to liaise with the Corporate
Communications Team and draft
communications)

Renatta Fromholc

01224
897686

07583714313

01224
897686

07870826163

Parent Liaison
(to coordinate enquiries from
parents and carers and consider the
practicalities associated with the safe
collection of children and young
people)

Katrina Hidson

Administrator
(to support the SERM)

Linda Somers

Tel
(Work)

01224
897686

Tel (Home) Tel (Mobile)
07977933660

01224 899732 07599 717490

Every member of the School Emergency Management Team should be prepared
to take detailed and timestamped notes to record their initial decision making
(please see Appendix A) and their decision making throughout the incident (see

Appendix B). The notes may be requested following the incident and it is
important that they accurately capture decision making during the event and
when planning recovery. A review of each incident will be coordinated by the Local
Authority and Head Teacher within 1 week of the emergency so that lessons
learned can be shared more widely.

3. Know how to contact the central team quickly
The school Quality Improvement Manager or the Chief Education Officer should
be informed as soon as the School's Emergency Plan is activated. The corporate
communications team should be advised immediately by the media contact. In
most cases a senior member of the central education team will join the School
Emergency Management Team on site.
Name / Title

Tel (Work)

Tel (Mobile)

Chief Education Officer – Eleanor Sheppard

01224 522707

07979 385443

Quality Improvement Manager – Alex Duncan
Quality Improvement Manager – Caroline
Johnstone
Quality Improvement Manager – Gael
Simpson
Quality Improvement Manager – Shona Milne

01224 523911

07920 595027

01224 522058
01224 522823

07557 191325
07966 733658

01224 522710

07879 112975

Quality Improvement Officer - Mark Hearns
Quality Improvement Officer - Jenny Cheyne
Quality Improvement Officer - Lynette Grant
Quality Improvement Officer - Allison Horne
Quality Improvement Officer - Mhairi Shewan
Quality Improvement Officer- Lisa Williams

01224 523124
01224 523548
01224 523133
01224 523154
01224 522609

07920 245267
07775 034589
07507 633424
07966 715216
077626 64670

Corporate Communication Team
Email: media@aberdeencity.gov.uk

01224 522534

07468 764917

Corporate Landlord – Andrew Jones
Out of hours RCC (Regional Contact Centre)

01224 523042
01224 219281

07920 295364

ICT Helpdesk

01224 523434

Non-Housing Property Service Desk
Office hours
Out of hours RCC (Regional Contact Centre)

01224 489489
01224 219281

Building Services
Office Hours
Out of hours RCC (Regional Contact Centre)

01224 489489
01224 219281

Facilities – Janitorial Manager – Gavin Freeland 01224 522587
Email: gfreeland@aberdeencity.gov.uk

07917 598677

Catering Manager – John Landragon

07801 129544

Email: jlandragon@aberdeencity.gov.uk

4. Have pertinent information to hand
You may be asked for a range of information by Emergency Services. The
following information is most commonly sought. This information should be
updated on a yearly basis to ensure that it remains current.
School Location and Context
Loirston Primary School is a co-educational, non-denominational Primary School
which serves the Cove area in the south of Aberdeen City. The school is part of the
Lochside ASG. Most of our learners live within the community across SIMD deciles
8-10 and as a consequence uptake of free school meals and school clothing grants
is low. Attendance at school is very good at 95% or above for almost all learners.
The school opened in 1981 and is a ground-level building, on an open plan design.
It has three units designated as Red, Blue and Yellow for ease of identification.
Classes move from unit to unit throughout their primary career as
accommodation and class composition determines. The primary department
caters for children aged from 4½ years to 12 years in seven stages.
The ELC setting opens for 46 weeks of the year and caters for children from 3 years
to 5 years from 8am-6pm 5 days of the week.
We have approximately 450 learners with 14 mainstream classes and 120 place ELC
setting..
The Senior Management Team consists of the Head Teacher supported by one full
time and 2 part-time Depute Head Teachers, each of whom has responsibilities for
specific school stages as well as whole school responsibilities.
We are currently fully staffed across all primary stages. A small Support for
Learning Team provides interventions to support the learning needs of identified
learners.
All teaching staff have opportunities to lead whole school developments through
our Working Groups. Our learners continue to be actively involved in whole school
developments through our pupil participation groupings.
Pupil Support Assistants within our school play a key role in supporting the
learning and teaching process.
The Nursery is staffed by 2 Senior Early Years Practitioners supported by both full
time and part-time Early Years Practitioners and Support Workers.
The School Administrator manages the office and is the first point of contact
when you enter the school. She has 2 part-time school assistants.
The school is also very well supported by our Janitor, catering and cleaning staff
teams and school crossing patroller.
The school benefits from the support of instructors/ youth and community
workers who bring a wide range of skills, knowledge and experiences to our
curriculum.
Our Parent Council provides active support for and scrutiny of the work of the
school. A separate Parent Council Fund Raising sub-group coordinates a range of
events to raise funds to enhance the provision of learning resources for the school.

Plan of School Buildings and Grounds

Risk Assessments
Risk Assessments have effectively supported mitigating levels of risk in most
cases. A Whole School COVID RA ensures that all staff and anyone entering the
building are aware of the mitigations in place.
Risks that have been escalated to the central team are included below.
- Security Cameras on Nursery Garden
Identifiable Risks in the vicinity of the School
Busy roads
Business premises

5. Have a plan of how to use the building (if available to you) in an emergency
The School Emergency Management Team will meet in the school office or
through TEAMs if managing the incident off site or if social distancing measures
are in place.
The school hall will be used to enable the safe collection of children and young
people.
The Staff Room and Gym Hall will be made available to the Emergency Services or
other agencies if required. If further accommodation is required other office
spaces and classrooms will be made available.

6. Have an emergency evacuation and lockdown plans in place
In the event of an evacuation of the school the Emergency Evacuation procedure
in Appendix D will be followed.
In the event of a threat to the safety of those inside the school, the Lockdown
Procedure in Appendix E will be followed.
Depending on the nature of the incident, the anticipated duration of the incident
and the weather on the day, it may be necessary to evacuate pupils and staff to an
Emergency Evacuation Centre. In the event that all pupils must be evacuated
away from the school, they will be escorted to Loirston Annex which can be
accessed via main door to gain access.
Key holders
James McLachlan (Janitor-/Charleston)
07801129486
Parents will be able to collect children from the centre and details of collection will
be Group called to all parents. Parents will be able to collect children from the
centre by will be signed as appropriate. The address for collection is
Loirston Annexe
1 Cove Rd,
Cove Bay,
Aberdeen
AB12 3NX
01224 897235

7. Have an Emergency Bag ready to enable effective management of an
emergency
Schools should maintain an emergency bag that can be grabbed quickly in the
event of an emergency evacuation of the school. The bag should contain:
· Mobile Phone (and/or power lead)
· High Visibility Vest
· Whistle
· Pens, Paper and blank log sheets (Appendix A&B)
· Emergency blankets
· Parent and Staff Emergency Contact details
· Transport Contact Details
· Up to date Business Continuity Plan
The emergency bag will be stored alongside other important information such as
class registers, emergency storm addresses and any specialist medicines. The
contents of the bag will be checked on a termly basis as fire evacuation drills are
undertaken.

8. Know how to activate the Plan

9. Know how to contact staff and partners quickly
The Head Teacher will contact all members of the SLT who will in turn contact all
teaching staff in their department by phoning each unit. DHTs should wait on the
phone unit they have confimration that they have spoken to someone and the
message is understood.
All teaching staff will contact any support staff who are attached to their room.
The Head Teacher (Rebecca Watt) will contact office staff who will inform escorts
and transport providers.
Renatta Fromholc (DHT) will then contact all visiting specialists, kitchen staff and
caretakers.
Linda Somers/Julie Wilson will contact parents through Groupcall.
Linda Somers/Julie Wilson will contact other partners due to access the building
Each member of staff with responsibility for cascading information to staff should
hold accurate contact details within their copy of the Business Continuity Plan.
A secure copy of contact details should be held by SLT in the event of minimised
access to technology/SEEMiS.

Section 2 – Business Continuity arrangements
2a) - Business Continuity arrangements inside establishment
1. A deliberate act of violence, such as the use of a knife or firearm.
Follow the Anti-Weapon Policy

2. The death of a Pupil, Parent, Carer, Responsible Adult, Staff member or
member of the public through accident, suicide or murder

3. An establishment fire, laboratory or plant room explosion
See Appendix D

4. Civil disobedience including bomb threat

5. A pupil or teacher being taken hostage

6. Epidemic/pandemic, infectious diseases and outbreaks of gastro

7. The destruction of, or serious vandalism to, part or all, of the Establishment

8. Storm damage (physical, flood or landslip) or building instability

9. The release of hazardous substances

10. Utilities Services failure (Water, Gas, Electricity, Drainage, Telephones)

11. Unexpected loss of staffing
Please note, if there is a significant loss of Catering, Cleaning or Janitorial staff,
refer to Facilities Manager.
The flow below should be adapted to reflect individual circumstances. Scenario
planning at school level should consider actions to be taken in the event of being:
● between 1 – 3 teaching or support staff down
● between 3 – 5 teaching or support staff down
● between 6 – 8 teaching or support staff down
● between 8-10 teaching or support staff down

12. Discovery of Asbestos

2b) Emergencies out with establishment
1. A transport related accident involving Pupils, Parents, Carers, Responsible
Adults and Staff

Any accidents on school transport will be managed by the school transport team
who can be contacted by email at: childrenstransport@aberdeencity.gov.uk or
telephone on 01224 523762.
Procedures are in place for transport providers and their staff to follow should an
accident occur, as detailed here:

PTU Accidents

Following any accident transport providers have a contractual obligation to
provide an alternative vehicle and/or driver. In any circumstances they are unable
to do so options will be discussed with the School Transport Team, i.e.
sub-contracting of services or resourcing an alternative supplier, but this would
not result in any loss in service.

2.The release of hazardous substances near the Establishment site or
widespread disaster in the community
Await instruction from Emergency Services or Central Team. Initiate partial
lockdown procedure (prevent anyone going outside and close windows etc)

3.Death or injuries on Establishment journeys or excursions

Emergency planning Officer: office hours 01224 522261. or if no answer / out of hrs
01224 620610
Media team: 01224) 523188, duty officer out-of-hours 07801 792825

4.

Civil disturbances or terrorism when out of the country

Emergency planning Officer: office hours 01224 522261. or if no answer / out of hrs
01224 620610
Media team: 01224) 523188, duty officer out-of-hours 07801 792825

Section 3 - The Recovery
The following checklist has been developed to guide recovery planning.

1.

Action
When advised of a return to normal date and / or time, set up a
support team to project manage the details of the return in
conjunction with the relevant service partners, including
notification to parents, pupils, bus and taxi companies etc

Resp
HT/QIM

In order to decide if a return to normal is feasible, liaise with the
following as appropriate to the circumstances:

2.
3.

· Property Manager
· Facilities Manager
· Quality Improvement Manager
· ICT
· School Staff
Final inspection of the status of the facilities and declaration of a
date for return to normal operations
If systems have been affected, ensure all systems stable before any
computerised return. If necessary run manual system in tandem

Corporate
Landlord
IT

4.

QIM/CEO will advise as appropriate:
· Director
· Local Elected Members
· Corporate Comms

EO

5.

The Head Teacher will arrange for the school's information line and
school website to be updated)
The Head Teacher will ensure that the Emergency Box(s) are
re-stocked
Arrange de-brief(s) between all relevant parties
Ensure all logs and any other information relating to the incident are
kept pending any investigation / inquiry
· Update plans
· Ensure updated copies included in the Emergency Box(s), ensure
old copies of the plans destroyed
· Ensure staff advised of the changes
· Arrange to exercise the plans where necessary

HT

6.
7.
8.
9.

HT
HT
HT
HT

Appendices
Appendix A
Recording log

Date:

Name and role ………………………………
Time

Action
Notification received from
(include name, org and contact
details)
Attempt to clarify what has
happened:
· Nature / extent of
incident
· Where / When
· Number of injured or
affected (pupils, staff,
visitors)
· Location of those affected
· Whether there is
continuing danger
· What has happened since
· Which emergency
services are involved?
Is there a requirement to verify
the information received?
Regardless of the time the
incident occurs advise:
· QIM/CEO
· Corporate Landlord
· Facilities
· Corporate Communications
Consider advising the following
as appropriate to the situation:
· School Transport
· ICT
· Children’s Social Work

Comment

Outcome, lessons learned...

Appendix B - Blank Log (record all enquiries from
stakeholders)
Recording log

Date:

Name and role ………………………………
Blank Log
Time

Action

Comment

Appendix C - School Buildings Inaccessible or Lost
Duration Response
1 day

Communication

School evacuated and children and Immediate communication to parents via
young people sent home
Groupcall.
Communication sent to parents and carers
at the end of the day to advice of a return to
business as usual in most cases
(Communication agreed with QIM)
Elected Members advised via central team.

1-5 days Alternative accommodation
sourced where available
Digital delivery of the curriculum

Letter for parents agreed between QIM, HT
and Corporate Comms.
If timescale for return outlined in the letter
this should be confirmed via Groupcall.

Up to 3 SEMT now includes Senior
Telephone calls/letters home to parents
months members of staff from across
detailing interim arrangements.
different clusters including
Corporate Landlord. All options
Staff kept up to date through TEAMs
explored including:
meetings
· Alternative local accommodation
(e.g. a mothballed school, local
Briefings to:
hall or Council building)
· Bus/Coach companies
· Temporary Units either on or off
· Catering Services
the school site
Communication with adjacent schools re
Relocation of staff/pupils to other
relocation of some/all pupils
schools where appropriate and in
line with current Scottish
Government Guidance
Over 3
SEMT may include members of
As above
months ECMT/CMT and look at longer term
planning.

Appendix D – School Emergency Evacuation Procedure

Emergency Fire Action Plan – Loirston Primary
The fire alarm will sound in the event of a fire.
If staff discover a fire they should go to nearest exit and break glass on
manual call point to activate the alarm system.
In the event of a fire all staff should evacuate the building with their class
in accordance with the fire evacuation sign in the room they are in at the
time, using the nearest fire exit. Teaching staff must ensure they have the
class register with them.
All visitors must evacuate the building by the nearest fire exit.
In the event of the fire alarm being activated the office staff will alert the
fire services. If it is out with office hours the senior management team or
the janitor will alert the fire services.
The person in charge of the fire, the head teacher or janitor will ensure the
school has been evacuated and that the fire services have been alerted.
The Depute Head Teachers will ensure that all classes are out of the school and
that all children have been accounted for by staff.
The Depute Head Teachers will ensure that the staff for their department are
all accounted for.
The Senior Early Years Practitioners will ensure all children, parents and staff
visiting the unit are accounted for.
The Head Teacher and administration staff will ensure visitors are accounted
for.
The Head Teacher will ensure all office staff are accounted for.
The Head of Catering will ensure all catering assistants are accounted for.
The usual fire procedures are still in place with everyone exiting from their
nearest fire exit even if this means walking through the classroom next door.
Classes will line up in a socially distanced manner at their designated fire
assembly points as detailed below.
The fire assembly pointsBallbox – Yellow Unit classes (P6/7x4),P3N, P3G, P4CM, P4QM, Kitchen/Music
Room, Yellow Nurture Rooms, P3 Nurture Room, Yellow SFL
Back Field- P5T, P5C, Blue SFL, Blue P5 Nurture Room
Playdale grass area – Nursery, P1A, P1B, P2A, Hall
Front of school –SNUG, P2B, Office and Kitchen, Community Lounge

All will stand well back from the school and not blocking any access points.

To ensure the Nursery unit has been evacuated the senior EYP will check unit.
To ensure the building has been evacuated a Depute Head Teacher will check
classes at the playdale and the other Depute Head Teacher will check classes at
the ballbox. Both Deputes will relay the information to the Head Teacher via
mobile phone or walkie talkie who will check classes at the front of the school.
The Head of Catering and the Senior Early Years Practitioner will ensure any
cooking equipment has been switched off.
The janitor will ensure that any power supplies are stopped or isolated if
necessary.
The janitor will meet the fire service on their arrival on the premises and guide
them to the appropriate entrance and supply the relevant information. In the
event of the janitor being offsite, the Head teacher and Depute Head teachers
will liaise with the fire services.
The employees of another employer will be instructed to read this Fire Action
Plan before commencing work. Copies of this plan will be displayed at the
front door and in the janitor’s office.
JULY 2021

Appendix E – Lockdown procedure
Loirston School
Emergencies Requiring Lockdown of the School
What is Lockdown?
Lockdown is the ability to quickly restrict access and egress to a site or building (or part
of a building) through physical measures in response to a threat, either external or
internal. The aim of lockdown is to prevent people moving into danger areas and
preventing or frustrating any intruders’ attempts to access a site (or part of a site).
Partial Lockdown
This may be as a result of a reported incident or civil disturbance in the local community
with the potential to pose a risk to pupils, staff and visitors in the school. It may also be as
a result of a warning being received regarding the risk of air pollution, etc.
Full Lockdown
This signifies an immediate threat to the school and may be an escalation of a partial
lockdown.
Dynamic Lockdown
Depending on the nature of the threat it may be appropriate to fully lockdown one area of
the building, either to contain the threat in one area whilst the remainder of the building
continues to operate as normal, or to contain all pupils and staff in one area in order to
keep them separated from the threat. This will be dependent on the individual
characteristics of the building, and whether or not specific parts of the site can be secured
independently from others.
This document sets out the actions to be taken by staff, pupils and visitors during a
school lockdown.
School Lockdown Procedure
Signalling Lockdown
The agreed signals to staff of the need to implement lockdown procedures are:
Partial Lockdown: SLT to make phone calls to each unit, speak to responding teacher/
PSA who will convey the lockdown message to all staff in any particular unit and confirm
which classes are present in the unit. There is no phone in the community lounge so a
note would be taken to alert any group using this space of the situation.
Full Lockdown: As above
The fire alarm will not be used to signal a lockdown, as this may cause an incorrect
response to the incident.
When the lockdown has come to an end, the signal for the all-clear will be:

Phone calls will be made to each unit by SLT to give the all clear.

Communication During Lockdown
During lockdown the senior management / emergency response team will maintain
regular contact with staff by the following means:
Landline School Telephone lines with mobile phones as a back-up. School and nursery
have own mobiles (need to collate staff mobile phone numbers for emergency situations)
Securing external doors
Once all pupils and staff are safely inside the building, external doors will be checked and
secured as follows:
Door name / location

How will this be secured?

Who will check that the door is
secure?

Red Unit

Agree with staff team in the
unit who will take on this
responsibility and who will
be back-up.

Blue Unit

Ensure fire doors shut and
lock internal corridor doors
which provide internal
access through to class
areas.
As above

Yellow Unit

As above

As above

Main entrance – front door

Lock front door, inner foyer SLT/ office staff
door needs fob access.
Lock corridor doors/
SLT/Office staff
community lounge leading
off from central school
entrance.
Ensure fire doors are
Nursery SEYP
secured

Corridor doors through to
yellow wing and red/blue
wings of building and
Community Lounge
Nursery outside door is a
fire exit

As above

Dynamic Lockdown: Lockdown Sectors
The map at Appendix 1 identifies the sectors of the school which can be independently
locked down. Depending on the nature and location of the threat, occupants of the school
will be contained within one or more of these sectors.
Rooms/areas unsuitable for lockdown
There are no rooms/ areas unsuitable for lockdown but we shall need to ensure copies of
keys are located in the appropriate areas to support lockdown procedures.
Controlling entry and exit to and from the school
During lockdown pupils will not be allowed to leave the building / secured area and
visitors (including parents) will not be allowed to enter. Emergency Services personnel
should be permitted entry only after producing appropriate proof of identification.

Action to be taken during Lockdown
Upon hearing the lockdown signal, take the action below.
If someone is taken hostage on the premises, and there are no further threats
elsewhere, the rest of the school should be evacuated
Emergency Response Team / Senior Management Team Contact Numbers
School Lockdown Emergency Coordination Team Numbers
Maureen Middleton
Internal – 20 (school mobile – 07739001763)
Linda Somers/ Doreen Internal - 21
Nelson
Colin Nicol
Internal – 29 (mobile – 07786789464)
Katrina Hidson
Internal – 25 (mobile – 07870826163)
Trish Pert
Internal – 28 (mobile – 07865995723)
Janitor – Diane
Internal - 22
Strachan
Alison Stewart
Internal – 31 (nursery mobile – 07741236495)

PARTIAL LOCKDOWN
A. Activating Lockdown
1
2
3
4
5

Threat is identified – DO NOT APPROACH INDIVIDUALS
Staff
Call office, give brief details – who, what, where and instruct office to call 999 if Staff
appropriate
If appropriate, office staff call 999 immediately and explain situation
Office
Office staff inform SLT of situation
Office
SLT/ Office staff/ janitor communicate Partial Lockdown signal
SLT/Office /
Janitor

B. Responding to Lockdown
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

Any staff and pupils in external areas of the school site make their way inside
the building. Names of any missing pupils or staff to be reported to Office.
All external doors to be secured to prevent entry to building. If safe to do so
allow time for pupils and staff to make their way inside
Pupils and Staff already inside the building should continue to move around as
normal, but should be ready to move to Full Lockdown if required.
Staff should regularly check email etc for any electronic messages
Out of school group leaders contacted by office staff and informed lock down
in process and that they should remain in safe offsite location until informed
to return. If in local area the safe offsite location is doctor’s surgery/
library (confirm opening times?)
Known visitors already in the building directed to a waiting area until it is
deemed safe for them to leave.
All classes and staff should continue as normal inside the building. Exit from
the building should not be permitted until an all-clear signal given

Pupils / staff /
Office
Staff
Pupils / staff
Staff
Office

Office
Staff

8

9
10
11

SLT convene in Emergency Coordination Room (Head Teacher’s Office) to
assess situation and follow emergency protocol regarding school closure,
communication with parents, ACC etc
If applicable control handed over to emergency services on arrival
Once all-clear signal given external doors can be released and school returns
to normal
Emergency Response Team reconvenes, assesses situation and follows
emergency protocol regarding debrief etc.

SLT

SLT
Staff / SLT
SLT

FULL LOCKDOWN
A. Activating Lockdown
1
2
3
4
5

Threat is identified – DO NOT APPROACH INDIVIDUALS
Call office, give brief details – who, what, where and instruct office to call 999
Office staff call 999 immediately and explain situation
Office staff inform SLT of situation
Office staff or janitor activate Full Lockdown signal if safe to do so

Staff
Staff
Office
Office
Office / Janitor

B. Responding to Lockdown
1
2

3

4

5

6
7
8
9
10

11

12

Pupils and Staff already in classrooms should remain in the room, if the room
can be easily secured
Any pupils and staff in corridors/social spaces/areas which cannot be
secured report to the nearest secure classroom. Names of displaced staff and
pupils to be reported to Office
Depending on the nature and location of the threat, any staff and pupils
in external areas of the school site make their way inside to the nearest
classroom. Alternatively pupils should be instructed to disperse and hide if
this will improve their safety.
On hearing lock down signal teachers secure the room:
●
Lock or block doors (e.g. move furniture to block doorways)
●
Sit on the floor, under tables or against a wall
●
Keep out of sight
●
Draw curtains / blinds
●
Turn off lights
●
Stay away from windows and doors.
Before a teacher allows anyone into a classroom assess the following :
●
Is the individual known
●
The demeanour of the individual
●
The potential risk of allowing access
Teachers encourage pupils to remain calm and quiet. Check for any missing
pupils / staff and report names to Office
Teachers should not allow anyone to leave the room, including at change of
period or end of school day if lockdown still in progress
Staff should regularly check email etc for any electronic messages
All external doors to be secured to prevent entry to building. If safe to do so
allow time for pupils and staff to make their way inside
On hearing lock down support staff / staff from other services lock offices and
bases where they are working from the inside
Out of school group leaders contacted by office staff and informed lock down
in process and that they should remain in safe offsite location until informed
to return. If in local area the safe offsite location is
doctor’s surgery/ public library
Known visitors already in the building directed into the office for lockdown

Pupils / staff
Pupils / staff /
Office
Pupils / staff

Staff

Staff

Staff / Office
Staff
Staff
Staff
Support
staff/other
services
Office

Office

13
14

15
16
17

All classes and staff should remain in locked rooms until they receive an
all-clear communication
SLT convene in Emergency Coordination Room (Head Teacher’s Office) to
assess situation and follow emergency protocol regarding school closure,
communication with parents, ACC etc
Control handed over to emergency services on arrival
Once emergency services give the all clear await visit from a member of the
SMT who will update classes and instruct on next steps
Emergency Response Team reconvenes, assesses situation and follows
emergency protocol regarding debrief etc.

Staff
SLT

SLT
Staff / SLT
SLT

DYNAMIC LOCKDOWN
The arrangements for dynamic lockdown will vary significantly from school to school,
depending on the nature of the building and the opportunities available for securing
specific parts of the site. A procedure similar to those above should be developed as part
of the Lockdown Plan, according to individual schools’ circumstances.

